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What up doe! Da Rumor Mill turned into
a roller coaster with a lot of highs and
lows at the Grammys. Some of the high
points was watching Doja Cat and SZA win
Best Pop Duo/Group Performance, Silk
Sonic (Bruno Mars and Anderson. Paak),
earn Song of the Year, Record of the Year
and Best R&B Performance for “Leave the
Door Open,” Jazmine Sullivan win Best
R&B Album for “Heaux Tales,” and Kanye
West take home two Grammys for Best
Melodic Rap Performance for “Hurricane”
and Best Rap Song for “Jail.” Just when
everyone was on a high point, someone
had to drop the ball and crash the mood.
That someone was rapper, Cardi B. Fans
were disappointed with her not attending
the event and took to Twitter to express
their feelings. Cardi B hollered back in a
very negative manner that made her look
ugly. She told one fan to “drink acid” and
told another that she hoped her mother
dies. Then she called her fan base
“dumb”. After that, her “fans” would be
dumb to buy her album, if it ever drops.
Speaking of dumb, three of the organizers of the Black Lives Matter Organization
have been accused of taking donations
designated for furthering the group’s mission and buying a $6 million mansion. But,
the dumb part is that they had the nerve
to make a video discussing the murder of
George Floyd with the mansion in the
background. Leaders of the group, Patrisse
Cullors, Alicia Garza and Melina Abdullah—
reportedly purchased the home located in
Southern California back in October of
2020. The 6,500 square foot home has six
bedrooms, a lot of fireplaces, a soundstage, pool, bungalow, and can comfortably park 20 vehicles in its driveway. The
ladies reportedly say the house will be
referred to as “campus” and is an influencer house where artists will collaborate
and produce abolition-based content. They
also described it as a safe house for

leaders. If they did misuse the funds, they
have a lot of apologizing to do.
When it comes to apologies, folks are
not accepting Will Smith’s apology to Chris
Rock for smacking the mess outta him.
ASAP Rocky isn’t showin’ the Fresh Prince
any love, even those Smith was forced to
resign from the Academy. "I'm a fan of
Will, Jada, Chris, all of them. They OGs. I
think it's unfortunate that, like, he emasculated another Black man in front of all
them people like that. But I do think that,
like, it's some built-up sh*t that probably
wasn't really targeted at Chris Rock. I don't
know. … Like what you said, it seems like
it's more than just a G.I. Jane joke," ASAP
said. The resignation appears like a tap on
his hand. Smith can no longer vote on Oscar-nominated movies and performances,
but he can still be nominated for an Oscar.
"I have directly responded to the Academy's disciplinary hearing notice, and I will
fully accept any and all consequences for
my conduct. My actions at the 94th Academy Awards presentation were shocking,
painful, and inexcusable. The list of those
I have hurt is long and includes Chris, his
family, many of my dear friends and loved
ones, all those in attendance, and global
audiences at home," a reported statement
from Smith read. "I betrayed the trust of
the Academy. I deprived other nominees
and winners of their opportunity to celebrate and be celebrated for their extraordinary work. I am heartbroken. I want to
put the focus back on those who deserve
attention for their achievements and allow
the Academy to get back to the incredible
work it does to support creativity and artistry in film. So, I am resigning from membership in the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences and will accept any further consequences the Board deems appropriate. Change takes time and I am
committed to doing the work to ensure
that I never again allow violence to overtake reason." Blah Blah Blah…it sounds like
a speech someone wrote.
And, we’re outta here. Peace out!

NEW YORK, April 6, 2022 /PRNewswire/ -Burble – the premiere, music-driven NFT
platform - has partnered with VIBE Magazine to unveil their inaugural NFT series
titled "Detroit Rising" featuring iconic HipHop Producer J Dilla, told through the
voice of Ma Dukes, and Motown legend
Smokey Robinson. Through this partnership, the campaign aims to celebrate, support, and promote diverse fine artists
including Detroit-natives, Tyree Guyton
and Desiree Kelly, through their immersive
NFTs, and allow fans to own a part of the
city's rich music history. "Detroit Rising" is
now available on Polygon via http://
burble.it/.
"We are constantly looking for innovative ways to tell stories for the culture,"
said Datwon Thomas, EIC of VIBE Magazine. "We are excited to partner with Burble's platform to bring together
entertainment legends and unique, fine
artists for a major cultural moment on the
blockchain."
For creatives, collectors, music lovers
and the crypto savvy, Burble provides an
immersive web3 editorial platform that
allows storytellers and fine artists to monetize their work by rewarding community
members with the ability to buy, trade
and sell NFTs, while unlocking access to
exclusive content. Unlike traditional storytelling platforms, Burble seamlessly integrates the NFTs within the artist's history,
making it easy for the audience to "own
the story." Burble is the first company to
create an immersive editorial NFT experience, focused on returning value to icons
by sharing untold stories brought to life
through fine art. The "Detroit Rising" drop
is a seamless collaboration between legendary musicians and highly talented vi-

sual artists, marking an important and
progressive step in the world of digital
content.
"The campaigns we are creating help
expand the NFT community and allow audiences to be a part of history," said Eric
Spence, CEO of Burble. "We are excited to
provide a platform, in partnership with
PMC, to help break those barriers so that
everyone can fully engage in a project
that uplifts multicultural artists' voices."
Grammy® Award-winning artist and
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame inductee,
Smokey Robinson and the Estate of J Dilla
will announce their support and participate in a series of media events to debut
the new NFT series, "Detroit Rising." Both
Robinson and Ma Dukes, in honor of her
son, have included exclusive content and
unreleased stories of the city's music
scene that can only be told through the
eyes of an artist.
"I am thrilled to have my son's legacy
live on through this new NFT technology,"
said Ma Dukes. "Using this platform to introduce his [J Dilla's] music and story to a
diverse, new audience, truly allows him to
live forever."
"Detroit has a deep-rooted history in
music, art and culture," says Smokey Robinson. "I have been blessed to play a pivotal role not only as a musician, but as an
ambassador for this amazing city, so I was
excited to tell this story in a new way and
be a part of the NFT movement, for the
culture."
The "Detroit Rising" NFTs are exclusively on the Polygon blockchain. To learn
more about Burble, visit their website at
Burble.it or by following social media below.

